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SARDINE is very pleased to present a solo exhibition of new work called Leaves Don't Thank the Sun by Kyle Vu-
Dunn. The show opens with a reception on Saturday, October 14, from 6 to 9 pm and runs through Sunday, 
November 12, 2017.

In Leaves Don't Thank the Sun, Vu-Dunn’s first solo exhibition with SARDINE, the artist focuses on the vulnerable 
side of masculinity. Working from memory and purely imagined scenarios, Vu-Dunn’s subjects inhabit a world 
wavering between reality and fantasy; one in which men are allowed to be soft and unguarded.

Doubled in puddles or an eyeglass lens, the young men that lounge, pose, and embrace are surrounded by images of 
themselves, both subject and object of a carefree erotic gaze. Translucent dressing screens are erected but left open, 
underwear slips down half pulled on and seemingly forgotten, and platform shoes lay in what remains of a carelessly 
spilled drink. A broken pair of glasses is lifted for a second look at the man who basks cat-like in a luminous square of 
city night-light. Caught stripping down or in the middle of a weekend dress-up, the usual power dynamic of viewer and 
viewed is challenged by the figures' confidently jaunty stances, and their desire to be seen.  

The works on view are painted and carved reliefs, each composition using layered surface color and volume to build 
a sense of space. Illusions in the painted surfaces are sometimes reinforced, and sometimes subverted by the 
physical form upon which the two dimensional images are drawn and painted. 

The artist’s pleasure in making is obvious and echoes his subject’s pleasure in each other. The theatrical light that 
structures each composition breaks in geometric planes around the artist’s subjects and serves to enhance the 
expectancy of the figures. Although they are deeply absorbed in themselves and each other, they are aware of and 
pleased by the viewer's presence.

Kyle Vu-Dunn (b. 1990, Livonia, MI) currently lives and works in New York. He holds a BFA in Interdisciplinary 
Sculpture from The Maryland Institute College of Art and attended the Option SCIE at La Haute Ecole d'art et de 
désign de Genève, Switzerland in 2011. This is Vu-Dunn's second NYC solo show after A Nail In A Cherry Pit at The 
Java Project, Brooklyn (2016).

His work has been included in group exhibitions at Sleep Center (NY, NY), Ground Floor Gallery (Brooklyn, NY), 6 
Month Space (NY, NY), All(Most) Gallery (Los Angeles, CA), Los Ojos (Brooklyn, NY), and Circuit 12 (Dallas, TX). Vu-
Dunn is a grant recipient of The Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation (Québec, Canada) and the New York Foundation 
for the Arts (NYFA). He has been a resident at the Woodstock Byrdecliffe Guild hosted by the Pollock-Krasner 
Foundation (Woodstock, NY) and at The Scholastic Atelier Artist in Residence Program (NY, NY).

SARDINE is located on the ground floor of 286 Stanhope Street between Wyckoff and Irving Avenues in Bushwick, 
Brooklyn, one block from the Dekalb L train and near the Knickerbocker M. Gallery hours are Saturday and Sunday 
from 1 to 6 pm when a show is in progress or by appointment. For more information, please visit sardinebk.com. 
Contact: Lacey Fekishazy at 914.805.1974 or sardinebk@gmail.com.


